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Abstra t

In this paper we present an empiri al omparison
among onservative syn hronization proto ols for
distributed dis rete-event simulation whi h are suitable for the bulk-syn hronous parallel (BSP) model
of omputing. A number of optimizations were introdu ed whi h produ ed improved proto ols. We
also establish omparisons with an optimisti synhronization proto ol alled BSP Time Warp. We
assessed the performan e of the proto ols by using
ar hite ture independent performan e metri s, and
quanti ed empiri ally these metri s by exe uting a
demanding work-load under di erent situations.

1

Introdu tion

In many large s ale systems parallel dis reteevent simulation (PDES) [2℄ is the only form of
omputation that is apable of a hieving reasonable
running times. Parallelism is introdu ed by partitioning the system into a set of on urrent obje ts
alled logi al pro esses (LPs). Events take pla e
within LPs, their e e t is the hange of LP states,
and LPs may s hedule the o urren e of events
in other LPs by sending event messages to them.
As the LPs are pla ed on di erent pro essors, a
syn hronization proto ol is required to ensure that
events s heduled by di erent pro essors on any LP
are pro essed in hronologi al order.
In onservative proto ols [6℄ events are allowed
to take pla e when there is ertainty that no earlier
events an take pla e in the respe tive LPs. This
poses a diÆ ult problem sin e determining when it
is \safe" to pro ess a given event requires information of the behavior of other LPs that might s hedule events in the same pla e. This is in ontrast
with the approa h adopted by optimisti proto ols
[3, 2℄ whi h simply pro esses available events and
performs orre tions whenever ausality errors take

pla e. However, the reward is that state saving and
roll-ba k pro edures are not longer required and
this fa t an potentially redu e memory and running time requirements.
Conservative simulation has its short omings as
well. In asyn hronous proto ols the LPs blo k
themselves when there is insuÆ ient information
to determine whether the available events are safe
or not. This leads to the problem of deadlo k
o urren es whi h introdu es new overheads assoiated with their dete tion and re overy. Also the
need for keeping information about what events the
LPs may s hedule in others, leads one to deal with
the parti ular ommuni ation topology of the LPs.
This makes these proto ols less useful in simulations
where the ommuni ation topology hanges dynami ally or the fan-in/fan-out of the ommuni ation is
large (e.g., all to all).
On the other hand, syn hronous proto ols base
their operation upon global information in a manner
that does not require spe ial onsideration of the
ommuni ation topology. However, this \global information" by itself exa erbates the requirements of
global syn hronization in real and simulation time
whi h an degrade performan e signi antly. In addition, these proto ols need to use more knowledge
about the spe i operation of the simulation model
whi h in turn ompli ates their utilization as general purpose simulation environments.
Conservative proto ols promote a determined
syn hronization strategy whi h may have quite different realizations in algorithmi terms depending
on the model of parallel omputing. The main ontribution of this paper is the proposal of eÆ ient algorithms for onservative syn hronization proto ols
on the BSP model of parallel omputing [10℄, and
the evaluation of their omparative performan e.
The onservative proto ols onsidered are Time
Bu kets (TB) [9℄, Chandy-Misra-Bryant (CMB) [6℄,
Bounded Lag (BL) [4℄, Conservative Time Windows
(CTW) [1℄, and YAWNS [7℄.

BSP is a model in whi h both omputation and
ommuni ation take pla e in bulk before the next
point of global syn hronization of pro essors. A
BSP program is omposed of a sequen e of supersteps. During ea h superstep, the pro essors may
only perform omputations on data held in their loal memories and/or send messages to other pro essors. These messages are available for pro essing at
their destinations by the next superstep, and ea h
superstep is ended with the barrier syn hronization
of the pro essors. Note that the BSP model an be
easily implemented in today's parallel ar hite tures
as fa ilities for performing message sending and barrier syn hronization are ommonly available.
In this paper we evaluate syn hronous and asynhronous proto ols and, unlike previous omparative studies, we ompare these proto ols under
the same model of parallel omputing, namely the
BSP model (our study also in ludes proto ols whi h
have not been ompared so far in the literature).
Syn hronous proto ols have an almost straightforward implementation in BSP be ause of their bulksyn hronous operation. Asyn hronous proto ols, on
the other hand, with roots in either asyn hronous
message passing or shared memory systems, require
a radi ally di erent algorithmi design in order to
avoid the overheads inherited by the simple mapping from one model of omputing to the another.
The proposed algorithms, whose BSP features
enable us to exploit some useful optimizations su h
as redu tion of message traÆ , an be onsidered
as new realizations of the syn hronization strategies supported by the respe tive message passing or
shared memory algorithms.
Our quantitative results are mainly empiri al
and, as is the usual pra ti e in this kind of study,
they are restri ted to a parti ular (though demanding) work-load. However, these results in ombination with existing knowledge on performan e of
syn hronization proto ols enable us to draw qualitative on lusions whi h provide a more general view
of the omparative performan e of the proto ols.

2

The work-load

To evaluate the performan e of the di erent proto ols studied in this paper, we use a work-load
whi h is regarded as a demanding ben hmark for
onservative syn hronization proto ols sin e it ontains multiple feedba k loops. We refer to the simulation of a non-preemptive single-server queuing
network with FCFS dis ipline. The servers (LPs)
are organized as an n  n toroidal grid so that

Figure 1: Toroidal topology with wrap around links.

id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

P

16x16
8x8
4x4
2x2
16x16
8x8
4x4
2x2

Dp
2x2
4x4
8x8
16x16
2x2
4x4
8x8
16x16

D
2
2
2
2
8
8
8
8

Lo
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

Table 1: Queuing network instan es.
ea h node (server) has four neighboring nodes, see
gure 1. The ommuni ation between two neighboring nodes is bi-dire tional, i.e., they may send
ea h other messages reporting the arrival of \jobs"
to the respe tive queues. A xed number of jobs
is kept owing onstantly throughout the network
by de ning an initial number of jobs in ea h server
and routing jobs uniformly at random among the
four neighbors. There are three basi events in the
simulation model: job-arrival (ARRIVAL), beginservi e (SERVICE) and servi e- ompletion (COMPLETION). The sequential simulation of this queuing model is des ribed in gure 2.
The parallel simulation is performed on P proessors with Dp queuing servers per pro essor. The
empiri al data shown in this paper were obtained
from eight instan es of the queuing network, see table 1. This table des ribes ases for Dp P = 1024
with servers under low (D = 2) and high (D = 8)
load. The parameter D is the number of jobs per
server at the start of the simulation. In the table,
the olumn Lo is the lo ality present in ea h instan e of the model, whi h we de ne as the fra tion
of messages sent to other pro essors.
The servi e times of the queuing servers are the

/* De ne: e= event type, i= sour e server,
t= event time, j = destination server */
while (not-end-sim())
NextEvent(e; i; t);
ase event

e is

ARRIVAL:
Jobs[i℄:= Jobs[i℄+1;
if Server[i℄ = IDLE then
goto SERVICE;
SERVICE:
Jobs[i℄:= Jobs[i℄-1;
Server[i℄:= BUSY;
t:= t + servi e-time(i);
S hedule(t,COMPLETION,i);
j := Neighbor(i,random(1,4));
S hedule(t,ARRIVAL,j );
COMPLETION:
if Jobs[i℄ = 0 then Server[i℄:= IDLE;
else goto SERVICE;

end ase
endwhile

Figure 2: Sequential simulation.
sum of a onstant (base lookahead) LA  0:1 and
a ontinuous random variable exponentially distributed with mean one. Also note that the pseudoode in the gure 2 is designed so that pre-sending
of jobs is exploited [7℄. That is, sin e jobs that are
re eiving servi e annot be preempted, both ompletion and arrival events are s heduled at the same
time. This feature, whi h in the sequential simulation is equivalent to s heduling an arrival event right
after its asso iated ompletion event, in reases the
available parallelism of the model sin e ompletion
and arrival events an be pro essed in parallel (i.e.,
job pre-sending in reases lookahead).

3

Conservative proto ols

The reader is referred to [5℄ for a detailed explanation of the BSP implementation of the proto ols
studied in this paper. We only give here a brief
des ription of their operation.
Sin e we have de ned servi e
times su h that their values are at least the onstant
LA, the straightforward method of parallel simulation onsists of de ning a moving time window of
width LA [9℄. The window is de ned as [t; t + LA )
where t is equal to the simulation oor, i.e., the
time of the next event in the whole system. Only

The TB proto ol.

the events e with time e:t < t + LA are simulated
in ea h event pro essing superstep. Between event
pro essing supersteps, a min-redu tion is exe uted
in order to al ulate the simulation oor for the next
y le. Note that job pre-sending is ompulsory in
this ase sin e sending arrival events right after their
respe tive ompletion events produ es LA = 0.
Ea h LP has a set of
input message hannels and a set of output message hannels wherein messages are re eived/sent
from/to other LPs. These hannels are de ned
in a ordan e with the ommuni ation topology of
the LPs. Ea h LP sele ts for pro essing the event
with the least time from its input queues provided
that all these queues are not empty. Spe ial nullmessages are used to ommuni ate lower bounds on
the time of the next event to arrive at empty input queues. In our ase, the time of a null message
is either the time of the urrent ompletion event
plus LA , or the least null message time plus LA if
the server is idling. The null messages are only sent
between LPs whi h are lo ated in di erent pro essors. It suÆ es to send just one null-message between these LPs at the end of ea h superstep; the
one with the largest time (per LP pair). In addition, the sending of a null message an be avoided
if its timestamp is not greater than the timestamp
of the previous null-message sent through the same
hannel. The ombination of both s hemes redu es
signi antly the null message traÆ among pro essors.

The CMB-NM proto ol.

It works in a bulk-syn hronous fashion. BL is based on the on ept of minimum propagation delay d(i; j ) whi h is de ned as
the minimum time in rement of events s heduled
from LP i to LP j (e.g., if an event ei with time
ei :t takes pla e in LP i and ei s hedules event ej in
LP j , then ej :t  ei :t + d(i; j )). For LPs i and j
whi h do not have an expli it ommuni ation link
between them, the quantity d(i; j ) is the shortest
path from i to j . For a given y le, the o urren e
of an event ei at LP i is simulated i

The BL proto ol.

ei :t < (i) = minfd(j; i) + minfTj ; d(i; j ) + Ti gg
j=i
6

where Tj and Ti are the times of the next event in
LPs j and i at the start of the urrent y le. However, testing every LP j 6= i takes O(n) time, with n
being the total number of LPs, and thereby only the
LPs lo ated within a pre-de ned neighborhood are
onsidered. To this end, a user-de ned time bound
B is used to de ne the extent of the neighborhood:
in al ulating the above (i) quantity, we only onsider the subset of LPs j su h that d(j; i)  B .

The CWT-SP proto ol. It works like CMB but
determines a time window [Ti ; Ui ) for ea h LP i with
Ti being the time of the next event in i and Ui being
a lower bound on the time in whi h any other LP
in the system an s hedule an event in i. A singlesour e-all-shortest-paths algorithm is used to al ulate Ui . Null messages are employed to spread out
among the pro essors the times of the next events
in ea h LP.

The YAWNS proto ol. It does not require expli it onsideration of the ommuni ation topology
among LPs. However, it is based on more restri tive assumptions about the features of the system
being simulated: job pre-sending and the times of
the next events to be s heduled in other LPs. These
two fa tors in rease the lookahead of the simulation. The operation of YAWNS is as follows. Let
us de ne (i) as the departure time of the next
job to re eive servi e in a non-preemptive server
(LP) i (i.e., we ex lude the job urrently in servi e). Every time we pro ess a job-arrival event in
the LP i, we pre- ompute its future servi e time si ,
so that at any instant t we an al ulate (i) as
(i) = t + maxfri ; ai tg + si, where ri is the residual time of the job re eiving servi e at t and ai is
the arrival time of the next job to re eive servi e [7℄.
In addition, every time that a job starts re eiving
servi e, an event message indi ating the arrival of
the job to its next server is sent immediately to the
respe tive LP (job pre-sending). In this way, if the
whole simulation has been barrier syn hronized at
simulation time t, then a new y le an be initiated
by pro essing events e with time e:t satisfying

e:t <

min f (i)g :
all servers i

These events are safe sin e the minimum (i) is
a tually the minimum time in whi h any LP an be
a e ted by other LP.
This is an optimisti
proto ol and thereby it makes use of a roll-ba k
me hanism whi h re-starts the simulation of a given
LP when an out-of-sequen e event is dete ted. In
ea h superstep, ea h pro essor simulates the o urren e of events in a ordan e with messages (events)
re eived at the start of the urrent and/or previous
superstep(s). This simulation is e e ted sequentially by using a pro essor event-list. In addition,
for ea h pro essor, there is an (adaptive) upper limit
to the number of events allowed to take pla e in
ea h superstep. Newly-generated and rolled-ba k
events are treated identi ally: they are all kept in
their respe tive pro essor event-lists so that they

The BSP TW proto ol.

are sele ted for pro essing in hronologi al timestamp order. The upper limits to events are al ulated automati ally by an adaptive algorithm [5℄.

4

Speedups Analysis

The results presented in this se tion were obtained by exe uting the sequential simulator of BSP
proto ols. From these exe utions, the only realtime measure we olle ted from was the total running time required by the sequential BSP simulator to omplete a given simulation. This produ ed measures of the software overheads involved
in the proposed BSP implementation of the protools (these overheads are indeed important to obtain as they are not present in the sequential simulation of the same system, and thereby they an
a e t the speedup noti eably). The other measures
ame from ounters lo ated at di erent points of the
BSP simulator ( ounters that were removed from
the simulator while measuring a tual running time).
In the following we make use of the BSP parameters g and l to predi t speedup from the simulation
data with l being the ost of barrier syn hronizing
the pro essors and g the ost of sending one-word
message through the ommuni ation network. Our
aim is to study the qualitative e e ts that various
s enarios have on speedup under a situation that is
favorable to onservative proto ols. This be ause
we also introdu e an eÆ ient optimisti proto ol |
BSP Time Warp (TW) [5℄ | in these omparisons.
It is not diÆ ult to see that in order to a hieve
reasonable performan e on a ma hine with high l
and g we need to look at proto ols with low requirements of syn hronization and ommuni ation.
In this ase, software overheads are a less ru ial
issue in sele ting the syn hronization proto ol. On
the other hand, simulations on a ma hine with very
low l and g make software overheads the most important issue in sele ting the syn hronization protool. The extreme ase would be to assume l = g = 0
whi h is rather unrealisti . Instead we use in this
se tion the l and g values of a ma hine with very low
ost of syn hronization and ommuni ation but also
with slow pro essors as ompared to the SGI PowerChallenge's pro essors were the sequential BSP
simulations were exe uted. This provides proper
emphasis to software overheads while l and g are
given real-life values.
We refer to the Cray T3D with 256 pro essors
with average performan e of 12 M ops per pro essor, l values ranging from 33 s to 12 s, and g
values from 0.19 s/word to 0.08 s/word. These
values were obtained by running ben hmark BSP

programs on the ma hine [8℄. The SGI ma hine has
an average performan e of 72 M ops so we amplied the SGI running time measures by a fa tor of
72/12=6. The ost of pro essing ea h event in the
sequential simulation (not the sequential BSP simulation) of the queuing network is  10 s (SGI).
Thus the event granularity in the Cray T3D is good
sin e it is about twi e the ost of barrier syn hronizing the pro essors.
The rst set of predi ted speedups is shown in
gures 3.a, b and . These gures show speedups
for the eight instan es of the work-load. The data
are represented as a olle tion of segments delimited
by two points. For ea h segment the rst point (left
to right) is the speedup value for low load D = 2
whereas the se ond point is speedup for high load
D = 8. For ea h proto ol there are four segments
representing speedups for P = 4, 16, 64 and 256 proessors (bottom to top). The proto ols are identied in the x-axis of ea h gure and they are TB,
CMB-NM (NM), BL, CTW-SP (CW), BSP TW
(TW), BSP TW without job pre-sending (TW2),
CMB-NM with YAWNS lookahead (NM2), CTWSP with YAWNS lookahead (CW2), and YAWNS
(YWS). The y -axis indi ates the spe i speedup
values asso iated with the segment points.
Figure 3.a shows speedup values for small lookahead LA = 0:1. In most ases the best speedups are
a hieved by TW (BSP TW) and NM2 (CMB-NM
with YAWNS lookahead). For high load D = 8,
NM2 outperforms TW for P  64. In parti ular,
NM2 a hieves speedup > P as a result of sequential BSP simulator running times less than the respe tive sequential simulation running times. This
shows that the syn hronization and ommuni ation
osts are indeed small in this ase study (our data
indi ate that the ost of syn hronization is less than
10% and ommuni ation is less than 2% of the total running time). Note that in all the following
gures, ex ept gure 3. , we assume that the ost
of min-redu tions is zero.
Figure 3.b shows a di erent situation in terms
of omparative performan e among the proto ols.
Here the base lookahead is very large LA = 1 (equal
to the mean value of the exponential distribution).
In this ase the total number of supersteps developed by ea h proto ol is fairly the same (the experimental data show di eren es within a fa tor of
2). Given the small proportion in whi h the ost
of ommuni ation parti ipates in the total running
time of ea h proto ol, the gure 3.b des ribes what
happens in a situation in whi h software overheads
are the dominant fa tor in the speedups. The gure shows that syn hronous proto ols with low software overheads and small requirements in ommu-
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Figure 3: Predi ted speedups for 4, 16, 64 and 256
pro essors. Segments represent speedups for ea h
pro essor and proto ol, with data for low load (segment's left point) and high load (segment's right
point). The y -axis shows speedups and the x-axis
identi es proto ols.

ni ation su h as TB and YAWNS a hieve better
speedups than the asyn hronous proto ols.
However, the speedups in gure 3.b do not
onsider the ost of performing periodi al minredu tions in the asso iated syn hronous proto ols.
Let us assume that we use a min-redu tion operation whi h requires lg P 1 supersteps to omplete
the minimum al ulation and its respe tive broadast. The BSP ost of this method is  [1+g +l℄ lg P
though with small onstant fa tors for omputation
and ommuni ation. We only onsider the ost of
syn hronization in this operation. Figure 3. shows
signi ant redu tion of speedups in the syn hronous
proto ols for P = 256 and 64 as a result of the additional supersteps introdu ed by the min-redu tions.
Another fa t observed in gure 3.b is that under
large lookahead LA = 1, the onservative proto ols
identi ed with NM and CW a hieve reasonable performan e. These proto ols use less knowledge of the
simulation model to in rease lookahead than their
ounterparts NM2 and CW2. In most ases NM
(and CW) outperforms TW.
Figure 4.a shows speedups for the asymmetri
(favorite link) version of the queuing network. All
speedups values de rease noti eably with this workload. However, TW remains omparatively eÆ ient
under this demanding ase. Syn hronous proto ols
a hieve reasonable performan e as well. For small
number of pro essors TB outperforms TW.
The following two gures show the e e ts of inreasing the values of the l and g parameters. These
speedups should be ompared with those shown in
gure 3.a. Figure 4.b presents speedups for a ase in
whi h the syn hronization ost l is 10 times larger
than the ben hmark values of the Cray T3D. The
gure shows smaller speedup values than the gure 3.a. However, as expe ted, the greater redu tions of speedups are observed in the syn hronous
proto ols as they require more event-pro essing supersteps to omplete the simulation of the workload. This penalty in performan e is independent
of the min-redu tion realization. The asyn hronous
proto ols (e.g., TW and NM2) get their speedups
degraded in a smaller degree.
Asyn hronous proto ols have higher requirements of ommuni ation than syn hronous ones
sin e they must send anti-messages and nullmessages. Figure 4. shows the e e ts of in reasing 100 times the ost of ommuni ation g . Now
we see greater degradation of speedups in the asynhronous proto ols. However, this redu tion is not
enough to make these proto ols signi antly less efient than the syn hronous ones.
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Figure 4: Predi ted speedups (part 2) for 4, 16, 64
and 256 pro essors. Segments represent speedups
for ea h pro essor and proto ol, with data for low
load (segment's left point) and high load (segment's
right point). The y -axis shows speedups and the xaxis identi es proto ols.

5

Con lusions

Our results on rm some well-known fa ts about
onservative proto ols Their performan e improves
noti eably with the amount of lookahead available
in the model and the number of messages (load).
The performan e of the optimisti proto ol is also
improved by these fa tors. CMB an outperform
TW in ases of large lookahead and high load. TW
is able to remain eÆ ient under small lookahead and
low load.
We have also observed that the software overheads of TW are only slightly larger than the overheads of the onservative simulation. In addition,
this proto ol has the lowest requirements of synhronization whi h enables the simulation of more
events per superstep. This improves the load balan e. Also the anti-message traÆ does not in rease
noti eably the ost of ommuni ation. The ommuni ation requirements of TW are lower than CMB
with null-messages.
For a large lookahead, the syn hronous and asynhronous onservative proto ols a hieve similar performan e. In this ase the total number of supersteps tends to be similar in ea h proto ol. For a
small lookahead, the asyn hronous proto ols outperform the syn hronous proto ols. In these ases,
the syn hronous proto ols require larger number of
supersteps to omplete the simulation. As a result they are strongly impa ted by a moderately
high ost of barrier syn hronization of pro essor.
These proto ols are more suitable for ommuniation topologies with large fan-in/fan-out. The
need for performing periodi al min-redu tions an
also be detrimental to the performan e of the synhronous proto ols in systems with sparse ommuni ation topology.
Some features of the onservative syn hronization proto ols studied in this paper are the following:



TB uses a onservative global time window.
The proto ol is simple and an be eÆ ient in
work-loads with very large lookahead. The
proto ol is independent of the ommuni ation
topology among LPs.



CMB-NM uses lo al time windows and a hieves
eÆ ient performan e in ommuni ation topologies with small fan-in/fan-out.



CTW-SP has similar features to CMB-NM
though the periodi al exe ution of the shortest paths algorithm an in rease overheads.




BL requires periodi al examination of the LPs
lo ated in a pre-de ned neighborhood. This
exa erbates its dependen y of the ommuni ation topology and in reases overheads.
YAWNS is independent of the ommuni ation
topology and an a hieve eÆ ient performan e
in work-loads with moderate lookahead.

Overall, for the onservative simulation protools and under situations of good lookahead, asynhronous time advan e proto ols su h as realized in
CTW-SP or CMB-NM an be a more eÆ ient alternative to the syn hronous time advan e imposed by
proto ols su h as YAWNS. However, proto ols su h
as CTW and CMB are restri ted to ommuni ation
topologies with small fan-in/fan-out. YAWNS does
not onsider the ommuni ation topology in its operation. An extreme ase would be a fully onne ted
topology where ea h LP may send messages to any
other LP. In this ase, adheren e to the input rule
in either CMB or CTW be omes a too expensive
operation. We believe that any onservative protool whi h bases its operation on lo al information
(at LP level) needs to onsider the ommuni ation
topology in order to determine whi h events are safe
to simulate in a given superstep. In parti ular, it
is ne essary to know the highest lower bounds for
the timestamps of the next events to arrive from
other LPs. YAWNS overrides this problem by alulating a global lower bound for the times of the
next events in ea h LP. Nevertheless, the above results show that this an have a signi ant penalty
in performan e for pra ti al systems in whi h the
fan-in/fan-out of the ommuni ation is small.
As a validation of the previous analysis, gure 5
shows experimental results with a tual implementations of the proto ols. This is a favorable ase for
onservative syn hronous proto ols sin e the number of pro essors and logi al pro esses is small and
the available lookahead is large.
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